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OUR UNION’S PLAN FOR WA JOBS
The AMWU is putting sustainable, long-term, local jobs at the centre of this State election campaign
Over the last eight years, the AMWU
has led the debate on job creation
in Western Australia. While Colin
Barnett was telling us WA workshops
would be full because of Gorgon, we
were warning that most of the work
was heading offshore and putting
forward ideas on how to prevent this.
While Barnett was telling us we were
at the start of a 20-year economic
expansion, we were demanding a long
term plan, to diversify our economy and
create jobs beyond the mining boom.
The truth is WA can’t continue to
put all of its eggs into one basket.
The resources industry will always
be important to WA, but it will

continue to go up and down, as it
has throughout the post-colonisation
history of Western Australia. If we
want to maintain our quality of life,
we need to make the most of the
opportunities the resources industry
presents us with, but we also need
to diversify our economy and remove
the risks involved in being a one
industry state. The good news is,
we have plenty of opportunities.
Local jobs from local resources
With strong leadership, we can
ensure far more of the design
and fabrication work for our large
resources projects is done here.
New energy sources

We can power new industries with
more affordable natural gas, as well
as being a leader in renewable energy.
Ship and rail manufacturing
We have a world class ship-building
industry, and a highly skilled
workforce, just waiting for a state
government to believe in them
and secure defence and civilian
ship-building contracts for WA.
With our public transport system
set to benefit from a significant
expansion of rail in the years
ahead, we could take a strategic
decision to build new rail cars here.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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A CAMPAIGNING UNION
STATE SECRETARY’S REPORT
Our union has had one of its biggest wins in a
long time as the Carlton and United 55 were
reinstated with full pay and conditions. Like
many of our members, these 55 employees
were hardworking, skilled and experienced.
Collectively, they had more than 1000 years’
experience between them, and were a huge
asset to the company they worked for.
The Carlton and United brewery in
Abbotsford, Victoria, where they worked
alongside ETU members, was and is one
of the most profitable and productive in the
country. Their parent company, SAB Miller,
made more than $2.7 BILLION in the last
financial year.
Yet six months ago the company told our
members they could reapply for their jobs
at 65 per cent less pay, because they were
changing the maintenance contract.
But our members refused to back down, and
the obvious and clear injustice committed
against them inspired a nationwide union
movement backlash against CUB.
For the following six months the CUB55
held the line, supported by unionists from
around the country, including here in WA.
While they are back at work now, victory

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
We know this can work because we’ve
done it before. Just look at the Federal
government’s decision, after some
pressure from us, to build the navy’s
new submarine fleet in Australia.
And, with all
government
infrastructure
it should be
more work

the money the state
spends
on
new
projects each year,
possible to secure
for local suppliers.

We are campaigning hard to ensure
that a Plan for WA Jobs is the
number one issue going into the
state election, and we’ll be looking
for individuals and organisations
who share this view to join us.
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DOWNLOAD OUR PLAN IN FULL at
wajobs.org.au. If you want copies
delivered for your worksite, please
call the WA State office on 9223 0800.

was never assured until the very end.
While we have won a great victory, we
should also learn lessons from this struggle.
One is that unity can prevail even against
great odds. I have no doubt the CUB55
succeeded against one of the biggest
multinationals in the world because they
spoke with one voice and received such
great support from right around Australia.
There is no way a non-union site could have
prevailed.

There is no
way a nonunion
site
could
have
prevailed.

The second is that we must be bold and
creative in finding industrial solutions
outside the Fair Work Act framework to get
results.

Which proves my final point: our Fair Work
Act is hopelessly broken. We must not
forget that what Carlton and United did was
completely legal, has happened before and
will happen again.
It beggars belief that our entire movement
had to wage a six-month all-out campaign to
reverse such an obvious injustice.
The union movement must learn from this.
We won and we can do it again. But we also
need long-term solutions such as improved
Awards, a serious crackdown on dodgy
labour hire outfits and a return to whole of
industry bargaining.
In unity

Steve McCartney
State Secretary

AMWU Perth office: 121 Royal St, East Perth
Telephone: (08) 9223 0800
Fax:(08) 9225 4744
www.amwu.org.au

Thousands
Nearly

3,000

Western

join

fight

Australians

West Australian rail workers have
demanded
a
comprehensive
State
Government strategy to maximise job
opportunities for local manufacturing
workers and businesses, with the mining
boom over and unemployment continuing
to rise.
A petition with 2758 signatories was
presented to State Parliament on November
7 calling for more public transport
procurement to remain in WA rather than
offshore, with many major infrastructure
projects now fabricated overseas and
shipped to Australia for assembly.
As part of the Australian Manufacturing
Workers’ Union’s Plan for WA Jobs
campaign, the group has called for the $3.1
billion of new trains due be purchased for
WA’s public transport network to be built in
WA to stimulate local industry, encourage
more apprenticeships and provide brighter
job prospects as the mining boom comes

sign

for

union

WA

petition

to an end.
Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union
WA State Secretary Steve McCartney
said the local rail manufacturing industry
was an facing an uncertain future because
of the State Government’s plans to
purchase future rail cars from overseas
manufacturers.
“The WA manufacturing sector and its
highly skilled workforce has the capacity
and capability to build the new rail assets
needed for an expanding public rail network.
“Yet skilled railcar builders are losing their
jobs because of the shortage of work
at a time when the economy is already
struggling due to the collapse of the mining
boom,” Mr McCartney said.
“WA has a good track record in railcar
manufacturing, with thousands of WA-built
rail cars currently carting tonnes of iron-ore
through the Pilbara every day.

for

rail

local

rail

jobs
work

“Yet the Barnett Government has absolutely
no intention of continuing to procure locally
built railcars for future West Australian
projects. We know this because as recently
as September, the previous Transport
Minister rejected outright a suggestion
for more investment in the local train
manufacturing sector when he spoke at a
Chamber of Commerce and Industry event.
“This is cold comfort to the thousands of
skilled workers in the rail manufacturing
sector who have lost their jobs and many
others who face uncertain futures at a time
when the WA economy is already grappling
with the end of the resources boom.”
The petition was presented to State
Parliament by Shadow Transport Minister
Rita Saffioti.
To find out more about the AMWU’s Plan
for WA Jobs go to www.wajobs.org.au/
plan_for_wa_jobs

Determined: our rail delegates have been tireless in the campaign
to get more rail work done in WA
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A CAMPAIGNING UNION
Union secures local jobs
commitment
on
new
Kwinana lithium refinery
Our union put
first,
forcing

out the call
proponents

Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union
WA State Secretary Steve McCartney
has called on the Federal and WA Liberal
governments to completely rule out the use
of overseas labour during construction and
operation of the new $400 million lithium
processing plant in Kwinana.
“While politicians have lined up to have their
picture taken and talk about employment
opportunities on this project, they’ve said
nothing about what they’ll do to ensure local
jobs aren’t lost under the new China Free
Trade Agreement.” he said.
“Unemployment is skyrocketing. There
is no question that all politicians should
be making sure WA resources provide
maximum benefit for the people who own
them, the people of WA.”
Under the China Free Trade Agreement,
which came into force on December 20
last year, Chinese companies may bring
in their own workforces on projects worth
more than $150million under an Investment
Facilitation Agreement (IFA) with the
Department of Immigration and Border
Protection.
While the Liberal government was forced to
introduce labour market testing into the IFA
process, there is no transparency around

for

to

local

labour
respond

the untested process and the government
would have the final say.
“This is an unproven process and with
the disgraceful track records of people
like Premier Colin Barnett, Employment
Minister Michaelia Cash and Immigration
Minister Peter Dutton on supporting local
jobs we don’t trust them to put the interests
of Western Australia’s growing ranks of
unemployed workers first,
“We’ve got thousands of skilled and
experienced tradespeople out of work. We
are not going to tolerate them having to sit
by and watch while this project gets built.
There is absolutely no reason we should be
importing any labour at all for this project.”
Following the union’s call for local jobs,
proponents were forced to publicly
guarantee local labor would be sourced for
the project.
Reduced reliance on temporary overseas
labour, and increased levels of local content
in resource industry construction, are key
elements of the AMWU’s Plan For WA
Jobs.
To find out more about the AMWU’s Plan
for WA Jobs go to www.wajobs.org.au/
plan_for_wa_jobs

In brief
#CUB 55
win back
jobs, pay
After a massive Australia-wide
campaign, the CUB 55 have won back
their jobs with full pay and conditions.
The 55 union members were sacked
from their maintenance jobs at the
brewery in Abbotsford when they
refused to accept a 65 per cent pay cut
when the contractor was changed.
WA members can be very proud of
the role they played in supporting this
dispute.
We’d particularly like to thank our
members from Premier Coal in Collie,
who despite facing pressures of their
own, dug deep to find $2000 for the
CUB strike fund. This is what solidarity
looks like!

United across the country: our
Premier coal members know what
solidarity means
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AMWU WA partners with MATES in
Construction to combat industry suicides
We’ve fought for industrial and political change now we are taking direct action too
The Australian Manufacturing Workers’
Union’s Western Australian Branch has
thrown its full support behind MATES in
Construction, the national not-for-profit
group working towards ending suicide in
the construction industry.
State Secretary Steve McCartney said
the union was doing everything it could
industrially and politically to improve
workplace mental health and wellbeing
and this was yet another initiative.
“We’ve been working on long-term
solutions for workplace mental health and
wellbeing issues through Parliament and
in industrial bargaining, but this is a way to
complement that with positive action right
now,” he said.
“We have thousands of members in
engineering and construction and have
worked with MATES in Construction for
years. We know the great work they do
and we are very pleased to support them.
This is another important step in support of
our members.”

MATES to expand lifesaving
services even further
WA Mates in Construction CEO Godfrey
Baronie said having the AMWU on board
meant MIC would be able to expand its
services and help more people.

State President Tony Hall, MIC WA CEO Godfrey Baronie
and State Secretary Steve McCartney sign the partnership
agreement

Genuine independence critical to
trust

they felt a lack of training was hampering

Mr

in

for help. More than 30 per cent said fear

Construction’s independence is taken

of creating issues with management

extremely seriously and has been

was also an issue.”

critical to achieving high levels of trust

“We see this partnership as a way of

Baronie

said

MATES

and confidence among the workers and
their families.

their ability to assist if a workmate asked

empowering our own members to look
after each other in what sadly remains

“We are really pleased the AMWU has
partnered with us because it means we’ll
now be helping even more workers and
their families. It’s really pleasing to know
more people will have access to a program
we know works,” he said.

“We are not beholden to anyone.

an industry which has very high rates of

Employees feel confident that they can

suicide and mental distress.”

share information with us and it won’t be

The decision to direct union resources

Mr McCartney said this was a critical

AMWU’s

MIC’s approach differs to other providers

factor in the AMWU’s partnership with

which unanimously endorsed a motion

in that it is based first and foremost on

MIC.

from Delegate Jon Primrose to support

teaching the skills and techniques to

“Genuine peer-to-peer support is so

the organisation.

empower workers to look after each

important in this kind of industry. There

As a Tier 1 partner, the WA Branch will

other.

is a level of trust between workmates

contribute $30,000 per year towards the

Behind this thinking is the idea that

that just doesn’t exist with company

MIC program.

provided services,” he said.

Doing It Tough? If you’re ever
in need of assistance the MIC
national helpline is 1300 642 111.
Alternatively look out for mates
in your team with MIC stickers on
their helmets.

improving mental health and wellbeing
and reducing suicide cannot be simply
left to the mental health professionals
and everyone in the industry can play
a part.

shared with anyone else,” he said.

Giving members the confidence
and skills to help each other
“When we surveyed our members last
year, 57 per cent of respondents said

to MIC followed a decision of the
March

State

Conference,
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A CAMPAIGNING UNION
Collie locals take Griffin fight to Canberra
AMWU officials and Collie community make trip east to shed light on wage injustice
A determined delegation of Collie locals

movement understands how important this

is back home in the South-West after

fight is for every Australian worker.”

two weeks on the road taking the story
of the devastating Griffin-Lanco dispute
to Federal MPs and Australian Council of
Trade Unions’ (ACTU) leadership.
On November 15, Collie community
spokespeople and wives of Griffin AMWU
members Leonie Scoffern and Jane
Beauglehole

addressed

the

ACTU’s

The ACTU responded by moving this
resolution of support for Griffin Lanco
AMWU members and their families.
The following week the delegation was
joined by Griffin AMWU member Paul
Beauglehole to travel to Parliament
House in Canberra to speak to Members

along with thousands more people in
Collie, the South-West and now right

of Parliament about the Griffin dispute,

around Australia.”

including

WA Senator

Pratt,

Ms Scoffern said the trips were exhausting

Shadow

Industrial

Minister

but worth it to make sure more people

Brendan O’Connor and Chair of the

knew the full extent of what our industrial

Mr McCartney said Ms Scoffern and Ms

Senate Inquiry into Corporate Abuse of the

relations system had condoned.

Beauglehole’s address regarding the

Fair Work Act Gavin Marshall.

Executive, along with WA AMWU State
Secretary Steve McCartney and Lead
Organiser Glenn McLaren.

uncertainty Lanco and the Fair Work
Commission had created in Collie and the
South-West by cancelling the maintenance
agreement resonated strongly with the
Executive.
“Despite hundreds of years’ collective
involvement in the industrial arena, many
senior union leaders were moved to
tears by the story of Lanco’s contempt
for our members and their families,” Mr
McCartney said.
Mr McCartney said of particular concern to
the ACTU leadership were the implications
for every Australian workers who rely
on Enterprise Agreements for financial

Louise

Relations

“We are not giving up and we’re not going

“Again Leonie, Jane and Paul did a

away. That’s what Lanco is relying on but

fantastic job of representing Collie and the

we will not give up this fight until we see

South-West to put across the dire impact

some justice for our community and our

this dispute is having on local families and

families,” Ms Scoffern said.

the local economy.”

“We didn’t pick this fight but we are in

“We were certainly encouraged by the

it now and we have no choice but do

support we received and assistance

everything we can to see some justice for

pledged to help us in this dispute.”

local families.

“Of particular note was the encouragement

“We know this decision has implications

to make submissions to a national Senate

for all Australian workers. We have to

inquiry into corporate abuse of the Fair

stand up not just for our community but

Work Act.

for communities everywhere were big

“As a union we’ve now put those

multinationals think they can treat people

submissions in and will await the outcome,

like this and get away with it.”

certainty.
“We’ve said all along that the Fair Work
Commission got this decision badly wrong,
and that the unprecedented decision to
cancel an enterprise agreement in this way
would send shockwaves through our entire
industrial bargaining system.”
“However I’m pleased to say our visit,
especially Jane and Leonie’s powerful
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advocacy, has meant the Australian union

Collie locals Leonie Scoffern and Jane
Beauglehole address the ACTU Executive

AMWU Perth office: 121 Royal St, East Perth
Telephone: (08) 9223 0800
Fax:(08) 9225 4744
www.amwu.org.au

Union congratulates new
From

school

lad

to

retired

boilermaker,

this

life member

is

Bill

Ridley’s

story

My story begins midyear in 1941 while at
a Government school in Midland Western
Australia. I applied for an apprenticeship
but was not selected. At the end of 1941 I
left school but enrolled three nights a week
(6-8pm) at a Technical School for Maths
and Drawing.
My first job was March 1942 (bottom
rung of the ladder of becoming a steam
locomotive driver, which would take 20
years). My classification was “call boy” and
the job was to go from home to home to
wake up drivers & firemen for duty. I soon
found out working shifts of 2am, Sam, 4pm
and 1 l.30pm was a big change in my life.
I applied every year for an apprenticeship
and in 1943 was selected as a boilermaker
apprentice, to commence the following
year.
On the tenth of July 1944 I commenced that
five year term, along with night school and
day studies kept me busy. I also joined the
Railways First Aid classes and was part of
the Railways First Aid team that competed
Australia wide against over Railway teams
for many years.
In every section where I worked, the shop
stewards always checked on a regular
basis to see if I was OK and from this I
gained real confidence and felt that I was
not a loner or could be harassed.
At the age of 19 and in my 3rd year
of apprenticeship, I joined the Union
Boilermakers and Blacksmiths’ Society on
November 1 1947.
The Second World War was on and
clothing coupons were needed but working
clothes were still hard to get. I obtained a
pair of red/burgundy colour “prisoner of
war” pants and naturally I stood out. My
Foreman blew his top and thought for a
while that I had escaped from the prisoner
of war camp. He told me to take them off,
so I did in front of him and stood there with
only shirt and jocks on. He smartly told me
“don’t be funny” and took off. I was the talk
of about 2000 men.
Then I got hold of a pair of white American
bell bottom sailor pants and wore them - so
I was a real noticeable person and hence
became known and called “Sailor Bill”.
The shop stewards said “boy, you have
some grunt”.

State Secretary Steve McCartney, Bill Ridley, State President
Tony Hall and RMD Secretary John Kemp
In my fifth and final year I attended school
just for boilermakers (1 day a fortnight) and
was named apprentice of the year and
given a steel spirit level which I still have. I
think it was donated by the Union, that was
in 1949.
At Easter 1952 the boilermaker unionists
at the Midland Railway Workshops where
I worked went on strike for 6 months and
only returned to work a couple of weeks
before my marriage on 18th October 1952
- so I know of hardship.
I have always fought for my rights I was suspended for refusing to work on
jobs that were classified at a higher rate of
pay and the Railways not wanting to pay.
The Union won the case.
I refused to sign a form to have my pay
paid to a bank account. I was the last
person at these big workshops of some
2500 men to be paid in cash. The Union
and myself went to a court hearing and the
result was “to go away and both parties
come to an agreement”. This took months
- the Railways opened up a bank account
but I would not give them my signature
to withdraw money, so the account was
frozen and the money returned to the
Government Railways (around five weeks
pay). I finally conceded, with regret.
I was encouraged to become a shop
steward and this I did for around four
years (1976-1980) representing the

boilermakers in the fitting shop at Midland
Railway workshops. I had already been
to shop steward classes and had many a
confrontation with the bosses.
I retired from the work force in April 1988
and then joined the Retired Members
Association. I became the Secretary/
Treasurer of the RMA from 1991 to
December 2007 (16 years). I have been
a delegate to the RMA biannual National
Conference since 1990. I am currently the
Western Australian State Returning Officer
and have been since May 1992.
Now, at the age of 80 and being a unionist
for some 60 years, I feel it’s time to relax
a little. My past has allowed me to meet
many of our members’ and I hope give
some very useful advice. On one occasion
when in Sydney went to Botany with the
Sydney RMA delegation and addressed
the many MUA strikers during the Patrick
Dispute in 1998.
I am saddened as my mate Ray Engent
(a real unionist of Sydney) passed away in
November 2007. I met Ray at a conference
in 1990, and remained very close friends
right up to his death. He gave me great
advice on being a Secretary/Treasurer of
our great Retired Members Division, and
was an inspiration to me.
I will continue attending the RMD monthly
meetings in Perth.
- Bill Ridley
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A CAMPAIGNING UNION
ASC down tools as Liberal government
continues to stifle wage bargaining progress
After two years of bargaining in good faith, our ASC members have had enough
Around 100 workers from the Australian

“The government is hell-bent on removing

to throw all that out the window. Our

Submarine Corps Henderson facility

workforce

critical

members are dedicated, highly skilled

have been downing tools at various

workplace matters such as rostering and

and highly productive. They deserve

times over the the past few weeks as

permanency of employment, which is

better than this shabby treatment.

unprecedented meddling by the Federal

industry-standard to avoid escalation of

government continues to choke an

disputes across the heavy engineering

“Our ASC members are determined to

enterprise bargaining process that has

sector.”

already dragged on for two years.

ETU State Secretary Les McLaughlan

Members of the Australian Manufacturing

said members had had enough of the

Workers’ Union and Electrical Trades

inflexible and heavy-handed approach

Union

boilermakers,

imposed by the Federal government,

electricians and mechanical fitters at the

and had no choice but to take action to

ASC’s Australian Marine Complex facility

break the deadlock.

south of Perth voted overwhelmingly

“ASC has known industrial peace for

including

to endorse protected industrial action
including stop work meetings, bans on
work away from site, overtime and call
outs.
AMWU WA State Secretary Steve
McCartney said members had elected
to take action to try to bring about
a sensible resolution in the face of
Liberal government interference in the
bargaining process.
“Unfortunately the Federal government’s
unprecedented meddling in this process
has left our members with no choice
but to take protected industrial action to
get some of kind of compromise on the
table,” he said.
“The Liberals’ imposition of Australian
Public Service guidelines has put the
bargaining process in a straightjacket as
they continue to wage their ideological
war on Australian workers.
“These workers aren’t public servants.
They get none of the benefits of the public
sector but are now expected to accept
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public sector bargaining constraints.

consultation

on

resolve to get one.”

many years due to the diligent work of
union representatives and constructive
approach

get a fair outcome and are united in their

of

Submarine

Corp

management,” he said.
“We value the stability on the shop floor
but we won’t sit by as one side tries

AMWU delegate Gerry Higton said
members were hoping for a reasonable
offer as soon as possible.
“It’s disappointing it’s come to this but we
cannot allow our conditions to be ripped
away. It’s not about money,” he said.
“If the government hadn’t forced this
policy on us we’d already have an
agreement and be back to business as
usual and concentrating on the job that
we love, maintaining our defence force
subs.”

Our ASC members are standing firm in the face
of government attacks on wages and conditions

